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 Funkot sample pack is a set of well-formed HD WAV files based on Hip Hop. There are over 300, songs total, from various genres, including Rap, Hip Hop, Dnb, Tech, House, Lounge, Electronica, Reggae, Rock, Ambient and much more. All are included in high quality wav or mp3 format for drag & drop in your DAW. Take a break from the norm and try something new! Funkot sample pack can
take you on an adventure of sounds and rhythms from various genres. Available in wav or mp3 format, all the files are drag & drop ready. All files are included and ready to use in any DAW software, like FL Studio, Ableton Live, Logic Pro, Cubase, Reason, etc. The samples are delivered in a zip folder and are already organized in the folder structure they are provided with. Listen and preview the

files in the demo zip folder, and don't hesitate to download the full sample pack. All the samples are in high quality and well-formatted, meaning they can be used directly in any DAW application without any extra work. All the samples are included in a zip folder, with files already organized and ready to use. Be advised that the samples are licensed for royalty-free usage and not suitable for usage in
any work you may be working on. Please ensure your DAW has the "Compatible VST Plug-In" option checked in the Instrument Settings. And of course, you have an active audio interface and sound card installed. Additional Information: This sample pack includes 300+ high-quality WAV files for use in any DAW. All files are organized in a zip folder, with the sample names already set in the folder

structure. Please note that these samples are for royalty-free usage and not for use in any commercial projects. Most of the samples in this pack are from the Hip Hop genre. There are over 200 samples, from various genres, including R&B, Rap, Soul, House, Funk, Techno, Rock, Ambient, Electronic, World and much more. All are included in high quality wav or mp3 format. All the samples are
included in a zip folder, with the sample names already set in the folder structure. This is a royalty-free sample pack, so feel free to use it in any commercial or non-commercial projects. Just 520fdb1ae7
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